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Medication reconciliation (MR) is the process of comparing a patient’s medication orders to all of the medications that the patient has been taking in order to identify and resolve medication discrepancies. It is an effective means of risk management to avoid medication errors (e.g., omissions, duplication, dosage errors, or drug interactions). Some guidelines explicitly state that MR is a pharmacist-led transition of care; however, there is a shortage of qualified pharmacists to meet the increasing clinical needs, and clinical nurses’ roles have not been clearly described. This paper aimed to enable nurses to gain confidence in contributing to MR at discharge and to make the industry aware of the potential risks if nurses do not actively intervene in this area. A narrative approach was used to introduce experiences in identifying discrepancies and medication errors through MR at discharge in a geriatric ward of an academic medical center hospital in China. The nurses’ main roles in MR involve chasing, checking, and education. Clinical nurses, an untapped hospital resource, can actively engage in MR at discharge if they receive effective training and motivation. Multidisciplinary collaboration at discharge allowed many discrepancies to be reconciled before harming older patients. It is worth conducting further research in MR when discharging older adults, such as the cost-effectiveness of nurses’ efforts, the value of electronic tools and the impact of MR-targeted education and training for nursing students and nursing staff.
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Introduction

Medication reconciliation (MR) is the process of comparing a patient’s medication orders to all the medications that the patient has been taking. This process consists of five steps: (1) develop a list of currently used medications; (2) develop a list of medications that have been prescribed; (3) compare the medications on the two lists; (4) make clinical decisions based on the comparison; and (5) communicate the new list to appropriate caregivers and to the patient.

MR at hospital discharge is an important patient safety issue. As an effective means of clinical risk management, MR can avoid medication errors such as omissions, duplication, dosing errors, and drug interactions. Prescribing omissions and inappropriate medications were common in older inpatients. Upon discharge, 45% of inpatients had at least one potentially inappropriate medications (PIMs) and 40% had at least one potential prescribing omissions. Caleres et al reported that medication discrepancies were noted for 38% of older adults at hospital discharge. Abukhalil et al showed that the prevalence of potentially inappropriate prescribing at discharge was 64.39%. The prevalence of PIMs use was 38% among older patients with chronic coronary syndrome at hospital discharge in China.

Clinicians need to understand the requirements on MR and actively collaborate to support the process as the right task for their patients. In 2005, The Joint Commission (TJC) added MR to the National Patient Safety Goal (NPSG). In 2021, the...
National Health Commission of the People’s Republic of China published a guideline on MR, which defined MR as a pharmacist-led intervention during transitions of care. However, clinical nurses’ roles have not been clearly described. There is a shortage of qualified pharmacists to meet the increasing clinical needs for MR. The use of pharmacy technicians may be a viable strategy for developing and expanding MR processes with appropriate supervision. However, the concept and mode of pharmacy technicians have not been established in China. There are also wide differences in supervision requirements, education systems, and supportive legislation for the pharmacy support workforce globally. Registered nurses constitute the largest proportion of healthcare professionals in hospitals, and they are an untapped resource in acute care hospitals if they receive effective training and motivation. Enhanced efficiency in this MR service can be achieved by targeting high-risk patients and spreading portions of the work to other disciplines. In China, nurses seem theoretically prepared to play important roles in MR for older adults because they acquire such knowledge in the field of pharmacology during their education at the bachelor’s and master’s level.

In this study, a narrative approach was used to introduce lessons and experiences in identifying discrepancies and medication errors through MR at discharge in a geriatric ward of a tertiary academic medical center hospital in China. Through face-to-face interviews with geriatric nurses who work with geriatric patients, the described stories were collected in a geriatric ward with 25 beds for various diseases under the supervision of head nurse Ling-ling Zhu during the period of 2022 to September 2023. By describing the three roles that nurses play in MR, we would like to enable nurses to gain confidence in contributing to reconciliation at discharge and make the industry aware of the potential risks of nurses not taking the initiative in this area.

The study was approved by the Human Research Ethics Committee of the Second Affiliated Hospital, School of Medicine, Zhejiang University, and it was in compliance with the Helsinki Declaration. The study was exempt from the necessity of obtaining informed consent from patients because the relevant information was anonymously and retrospectively collected, and no special interventions were given to the involved patients.

**The Importance of Checking Role in MR**
Nurses can help identify discrepancies between physician orders at discharge and during hospitalization. We present two stories related to nurses’ checking roles in MR.

**First Story**
The first story reminds us of the integrity of physician orders. An older patient with type 2 diabetes was prescribed with 3 medications (sustained-release potassium chloride, dapagliflozin, and the fixed-dose combination of sitagliptin and metformin). A geriatric nurse was surprised to find that the patient had been receiving 8 medications (ie, amlodipine, atorvastatin, clopidogrel, sertraline, mecobalamin, and the above 3 medications) during hospitalization. Why did the other five medications miss from the discharge orders? The nurse immediately reported the medication discrepancy to the physician. This event turned out to be a false alarm. The doctor had told the patient to buy the other five drugs from outside the hospital, and had recorded this information in the discharge summary. Since this event, our pharmacy has required that all medications for a discharge patient be ordered via computerized physician order entry. Physicians must prescribe medications that would be purchased by patients from outside the hospital and clearly describe the dosages according to a standard operating procedure.

**Perspective of the Geriatric Nurses**
It is very easy to cause adverse events due to loss of treatment continuity after hospital discharge if the doctor does not prescribe all medications at the time of discharge, or the doctor forgets to document the list of medications in the discharge summary, or the patient forgets to purchase medications from other sources after discharge. Therefore, the checking role of geriatric nurses during MR process would help to warrant medication safety. Furthermore, geriatric nurses have the obligation to remind patients or family members to buy the medicines that need to be purchased by themselves.

**Second Story**
The second story reminds us of avoiding look-like and sound-like (LASA)-related medication errors in the care transition. Rapid-acting NovoLog® (insulin aspart) and intermediate-acting NovoLog® Mix 70/30 (insulin aspart protamine and insulin
aspart) are LASA medications. NovoLog® Mix 70/30 and long-acting insulin glargine were incautiously prescribed for an older type 2 diabetic patient at discharge. It is well known that intermediate-acting insulin analogs should not be used in combination with long-acting insulin analogs to avoid hypoglycemic adverse events. Very luckily, the discrepancy in insulin analogue formulations at discharge was identified by a geriatric nurse who remembered that the patient had been receiving rapid-acting NovoLog® in combination with insulin glargine during hospitalization. The nurse immediately contacted the physician who deeply acknowledged her reconciliation and revised the orders timely.

**Perspective of the Geriatric Nurses**

Institute for Safe Medication Practices (ISMP) has long advocated for increased awareness of LASA medication name mix-ups and the implementation of safeguards to prevent them. Geriatric nurses should draw special attention to the LASA medication discrepancies arising at hospital discharge.

**The Importance of Chasing Role in MR**

The chasing role of nurses should be maintained, including chasing pharmacies about the efficiency and consistency of drug distribution, chasing physicians to appropriately issue orders in time, and chasing patients/families to participate in medical and nursing care. Since 2021, generic products have been encouraged for clinical use by our institution, whereas brand-name products have been restricted according to China’s national drug use policy. Our inpatient pharmacy routinely obeys a unit dose dispensing mode; however, it would dispense brand-name products to wards in the form of whole boxes with unopened outer packaging if a temporary application is submitted by the doctor and approved by the pharmacy. Nurses kept the intact medicines in the treatment room of nursing unit. The logic behind this approach is to prevent other doctors from prescribing the branded medicine, but such practice carries potential risks of medication errors at discharge. Here, we would illustrate the importance of chasing role through the following two stories.

**Third Story**

An older patient needed antimicrobial therapy with orally moxifloxacin (MOX), but he insisted on using brand name product despite that our hospital had a generic product of MOX. The branded MOX was temporarily prescribed for patient use after obtaining approval from the pharmacy. Pharmacists distributed four boxes of branded MOX (three tablets each box) to the ward. The attending nurse did not chase the pharmacy to package this medication into a ready-to-use single dose. The doctor discontinued the MOX order three days later due to disease status changes, which meant that there were still three boxes of MOX left. On the discharge day, the nurse inadvertently handed over MOX to the patient together with other prescribed discharge medications; however, she did not tell the patient that MOX was no longer needed. The patient was confused about whether to ingest MOX when he was discharged and returned home.

**Perspective of the Geriatric Nurses**

Geriatric nurses should carefully compare the real drugs with the patients’ medical orders. Nurses should properly dispose of medications that no longer need to be taken; otherwise, they may cause misuse, anxiety, and confusion. Also, nurses should chase both physicians and pharmacies to refund the fee to patients on the premise of returning intact tablets of unnecessary medications.

**Fourth Story**

An older patient took five medications during hospitalization. Three medications (aspirin, atorvastatin, and sacubitril-valsartan) were obtained from inpatient pharmacies in the form of unit-dose dispensing, whereas two branded products (amlodipine and ticagrelor) were distributed by the pharmacy in a complete outer packaging after temporary permission and they were stored in the treatment room of geriatric nursing unit. On the day of discharge, the physician issued discharge orders for aspirin, atorvastatin, and sacubitril-valsartan for a month; however, he forgot to prescribe amlodipine and ticagrelor. The inpatient pharmacy delivered aspirin, atorvastatin, and sacubitril-valsartan in designated quantities to the ward. The nurse handed over these medications to the patient after checking the discharge medication order; however, she forgot taking out amlodipine and ticagrelor from the treatment room, and did not gather them with other discharge
medications before handing them over to the patient. Ticagrelor should be administered twice daily; however, the patient did not receive the evening dose of this antiplatelet drug on the day of discharge. Fortunately, the patient’s daughter identified the error on the next morning, and immediately contacted the nursing team.

**Perspective of the Geriatric Nurses**
This story reminds nurses that the entire list of all currently used medications must be compared to the discharge orders. When the reconciliation process identified such discrepancies, the attending nurse must chase the attending physician to confirm and properly order all necessary medications; otherwise, it will cause omissions and potential severe adverse events. Nurses must check the patient’s medications left in the treatment room at hospital discharge. In addition, communication among physicians, nurses, and pharmacists should be strengthened. The unit-dose drug dispensing mode should be implemented consistently in any circumstance, and nurses are obliged to monitor the homogenization of the quality of service in pharmacies.

**The Importance of Educating Role in MR**
It is important to strengthen the partnerships among physicians, pharmacists, nurses, and patients/family caregivers regarding patient education at discharge. In 2011, our inpatient pharmacy initiated a process improvement program. Each discharge patient can receive medications together with a printed medication education sheet that contains three parts: (1) general information (eg, “please contact the ward or pharmacy timely if you experience adverse drug reactions or symptoms that have not appeared before or you may not know how to take medications”); (2) a list of all medications and their dosage; and (3) the most important tips for each medication use. Nurses can conveniently provide patients with medication instructions according to this sheet at discharge. This creative process have greatly reduced the workload of nurses, enriched their knowledge of medicine, and enhanced discharge efficiency. We present the following stories to illustrate the importance of educating role in MR.

**Fifth Story**
A 68-year-old discharge patient who underwent mitral valve replacement was provided with education from a geriatric nurse who carefully read the content on the written medication instruction sheet. A sentence stated that warfarin dosage should be adjusted based on the international normalized ratio (INR) value; therefore, the nurse checked the patient's INR value on the previous day. The INR was 1.45, below the therapeutic target value (range: 2.5–3.5). In addition, the nurse identified a discrepancy in warfarin dose (ie, it was 3 mg once daily at discharge, different from 1.5 mg once daily during hospitalization), and she judged that this was the doctor’s intentional and right dose adjustment. She did not think it was necessary to consult a doctor in this situation, so she gave the patient a careful explanation of why the warfarin dose had been increased. Other instructions were also delivered, such as how to plan a diet when taking warfarin (eg, limit intake of food enriched in vitamin K and avoid using ginseng products).

**Perspective of the Geriatric Nurses**
This story reminds geriatric nurses that their educating role can better understanding of dosage adjustment at discharge. When identifying intentional and reasonable discrepancy during MR, the nurse has an obligation to explain to the patient why this discrepancy exists. This can also address patient concerns and improve medication compliance.

**Sixth Story**
A 77-year-old patient was discharged with a diagnosis of coronary heart disease, cerebral infarction, hypertension, type 2 diabetes mellitus, hyperlipidemia, and atherosclerosis. Discharge medications included metformin, sustained-release gliclazide, bisoprolol, clopidogrel, aspirin, atorvastatin, and felodipine. A nurse was alerted by the warning on the printed medication instruction sheet [ie, aspirin had better to be taken at bedtime. Please be cautious of black stool because the medicine has a potential to cause gastrointestinal (GI) bleeding, especially in patients with high risk of GI injury). The nurse assessed the patient’s condition, and the patient was categorized as a high-risk population for GI injury owing to three risk factors (ie, older adult, receiving dual antiplatelet therapy, and suffering from cardiovascular...
diseases). A strong recommendation for such patients is the combination use of GI protective agents [eg, proton pump inhibitors (PPIs) and mucoprotective drugs]. However, the list of discharge medications did not include GI protective agents. Furthermore, the nurse identified a discrepancy (ie, pantoprazole intravenous therapy was provided during hospitalization, but it did not switch to oral PPI at discharge). The nurse immediately contacted the physician and then confirmed that this is an omission of oral PPI to the discharge patient.

**Perspective of the Geriatric Nurses**
This story reminds geriatric nurses that their educating role can not only help to identify drug safety risk, but also promote the awareness of MR at discharge, especially for patients who has been receiving intravenous therapy during hospitalization but still require sequential oral therapy after discharge.

**Discussion**
Unintended medication discrepancies occur frequently in hospitals. Studies have shown that medication discrepancies at discharge are most likely to occur with cardiovascular agents, and the prevalence of medication errors in type 1 and type 2 diabetes was 9.0% and 12.2% at discharge.

Prescribing errors are common in older adults with multimorbid illness and polypharmacy, leading to adverse drug reactions and events that in turn result in higher levels of morbidity, rehospitalization, and mortality. Causes of prescribing errors in this special population are multifaceted and complex. From the perspective of MR, over prescribing and inappropriate drug omission are main types of errors. A comparison of medication records for residents aged 65 and older revealed that older adults were at risk for medication discrepancies and 86.2% of records had at least one discrepancy during the transition from hospital to assisted living. In the acute care setting, potentially inappropriate medication prescribing can be even more problematic due to multiple physicians and specialists who may be prescribing for a single patient and inadequate MR at transitions. The transition of care at discharge is very important to patient safety. Therefore, MR should be conducted at discharge, especially for older adults and patients with cardiovascular disease and/or diabetes mellitus.

Kreckman et al reported that a transition care team composed of registered nurses could reduce the percentage of medication errors from 22.9% to 5.0% at discharge after the implementation of MR. A cost-benefit analysis of transitional care in neurosurgery led by a nurse educator has been shown to decrease the costs of initial admissions, 30-day readmissions, and total costs of hospitalization. Nurses can play a crucial role in the safety of medication management during transitional care. Our narrative story sharing also indicates that the roles of nurses in MR at discharge are worthy of recognition.

However, Latimer et al reported that nurses had a minor role in MR at hospital discharge due to a lack of organizational clinical guidance and specialized training. Krivanek et al assessed the nursing student’s education and role in the MR process from the perspective of academic and practice leadership. The results showed that students did not receive adequate education or opportunities to engage in MR during clinical practice; thus, it is necessary to promote the integration of academic and practical work in this area.

Standardizing interprofessional MR processes and enhancing nurses’ involvement will help to streamline this task and improve patient safety. Ruggiero et al developed an innovative time-out method for MR at discharge to ensure safe transition of care and improve patient outcomes. The operating room time-out process was adapted to the hospital discharge. A checklist with the patient identification label was used to ensure the completion of each time out. Two nurses were required to review the discharge document. The primary nurse caring for the patient compared the discharge list to the electronic medical record to identify differences between the discharge medications and medications taken at admission. A second nurse compared the discharge document against the admission MR. Together, the nurses reconciled discrepancies (eg, medication omission, duplication, change in frequency, change in dose, failure to provide a prescription for new prescriptions, and omission of any core measures). When discrepancies were found, the physician was notified and a nurse-to-physician reconciliation was conducted, followed by corrections as necessary. This process has empowered nurses to take a more active role in discharging their patients and fostered a more collaborative relationship between nurses and physicians. van Sluisveld et al identified a wide range of barriers influencing the
implementation of MR (eg, a lack of awareness and insufficient knowledge about the healthcare problem and bundle measures of MR, a lack of communication, understanding and collaboration between hospital and community caregivers). Therefore, nurses should develop communication skills and effectively collaborate with the multidisciplinary team to improve the continuity and coordination of care.\(^\text{18}\)

A qualitative study by Glans et al investigated experiences and perceptions of hospital physicians regarding information transfer of medications at discharge, and the results indicated that it would help reduce medication errors and improve information transfer at discharge under the premise of providing and prioritizing education in information technology systems used, and ensuring physicians understand the consequences of non-compliant behavior and take responsibility for the accuracy of medications list.\(^\text{23}\) It is important for nurses to pay attention to the consistency of medication information among patient discharge summaries, discharge orders, standing orders and temporary orders from the day before discharge. It is necessary to establish a sufficiently intelligent information system that can alert doctors the changes of orders and drug list inconsistencies in the discharge process, and facilitate the work of clinical nurses, doctors and pharmacists who check the appropriateness of drug therapy.

**Conclusions**

Older adults are susceptible to potentially inappropriate medication. A multidisciplinary collaboration allowed many discrepancies to be reconciled before causing harm to discharged patients. Nurses, an untapped hospital resource, can actively engage in MR at discharge if they receive effective training and sufficient motivation. The three keywords (checking, chasing, and educating) may represent nurses’ main roles in MR. Stories sharing would enable nurses to gain confidence and support in contributing to MR. It is worth conducting further research in this area, such as the cost-effectiveness of nurses’ efforts in MR when discharging older adults, the value of electronic tools to support MR, and the impact of MR-targeted education and training for nursing students and nursing staff at different levels on medication safety among older adults.
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